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Users share their thriving applications of ONYX®

Signs by Tomorrow - Bloomingdale
Illinois, USA
Bloomingdale Signs by Tomorrow (SBT)
is a Sign Shop that has evolved into a Print
Service Provider. SBT currently utilizes
two facilities, totaling over 22,000 sq. ft.
of work space. This division of the Signs
by Tomorrow franchise is family owned,
with six family members employed and an
additional 35+ employees. SBT runs multiple
large format printers such as the Oce Arizona
600, HP Design-Jet 5500 and HP DesignJet
9000, HP Nur Fresco, HP Scitex XL1500 and
an HP Scitex FB 6100. In addition to digital
printing, SBT also has a full installation crew
that is certiﬁed by 3M United Application
Standards Group (UASG) and responsible
for cutting and applying vinyl to their jobs.
SBT also has a sewing and heat welding
department with three laminators. These
departments are responsible for all ﬁnishing
The franchise has been in business now for
18 years, entering the sign industry before
digital technology was readily available.
SBT ﬁrst started with a 60” Encad machine
in 1995, running ONYX PosterShop. Even
the earliest versions of ONYX RIP software
provided SBT with an efﬁcient workﬂow and
color correcting features that are essential
to a digital printing operation. SBT has
now increased their workﬂow to utilize ﬁve
ProductionHouse workstations and one
PosterShop workstation.
“At the heart of the software lies one of the
most robust RIPs that will ensure images are
correctly and quickly processed,” says Gary
Schellerer, V.P. of Operations. Employees at
SBT ﬁnd that keeping up with the evolution
of the PostScript technology is essential
for their success, and that the ONYX RIP
engine has remained up to date with current
PostScript languages.

SBT employees beneﬁt from many features
within ONYX RIP software. “The ICC
workﬂow allows us to achieve consistent
color across our different printers. The ability
to create custom proﬁles in ProductionHouse
further enhances color consistency and
accuracy,” says Schellerer. Another time saving
feature is the ability to open a job from
the RIP-Queue and have it automatically
start ripping, and that they can load up the
RIP-Queue with print jobs and walk away
knowing that their jobs will print without
constant supervision.
The biggest time savers for SBT are
the Quick Sets and Tiling features in
PosterShop and ProductionHouse. “The
utilization of Quick Set allows our techs to
create customized settings once and then
automatically apply those settings to multiple
ﬁles. In the event that there are a robust
amount of color corrections and customized
settings this feature can save a lot of operator
time and ensure that corrections are properly
saved for future prints.” Sizing, cropping and
tiling features are intelligently incorporated
to ensure panel sizes, scaling, and tiling are
properly achieved. Other helpful tools within
ONYX have aided in saving the company
time and money by preventing mistakes
before printing, resulting in less waste of
ink and media. Pantone color matching,
job buffering, color replacements, variable
data, hot folders, nesting, soft prooﬁng, hard
prooﬁng are all features that make ONYX the
winning software package for SBT.

printed individually. “If a tile was printed
incorrectly, all we had to do was reprint that
one tile,” says Gary. The completed project
came out to an 80’x150’ tiled wall.
Another project that SBT is proud to mention
is the wall mural they did for a local mall.
The “Feldman Baracade” was printed using
individually paneled boards. This project was
also successful thanks to the tiling feature in
ProductionHouse.
SBT started running Wasatch when it came
bundled with their printers. Shortly after
using Wasatch, all packages were replaced
with the ONYX software. SBT employees
appreciated the time saving features of the
ONYX workﬂow.
A large amount of SBT expenses are spent
on labor. “We are always investigating any
way to reduce labor,” says Schellerer. The
implementation of the ONYX workﬂow
has allowed them to save on these expenses
and help the company remain proﬁtable.
Gary Schellerer goes on to say, “ONYX RIP
software has proven itself to be a huge time
saver and has aided in the success of our
business.”

SBT used ONYX ProductionHouse to
create a mural on the outside of the Philip B.
Elfstrom stadium in Kane County, IL. (photo
at right) They were able to print each 5’x10’
tile on Alumalite boards printing to the HP
Fresco. The tiling feature saved them a lot of
time and money. In ONYX PosterShop and
ProductionHouse, tiles can be ripped and
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